
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, February 15 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or, I’m 

not sure which horse or horses really has a significant edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

Saturday, February 15 

RACE 1 

4 TALBOTCREEKWHISKEY 7-2 

2 DEALER’S TABLE 4-1 

6 ANOTHER DAILY COPY 4-1 

7 JACK’S SHADOW 9-2 

The Pick 5 starts out with a competitive NW$15,000 race. TALBOTCREEKWHISKEY was first over and 

weakened at this level but that was a better field than this one and he gets first time lasix for the top 

connections; edge.  

RACE 2 

3 JESSE DUKE N 2-5 

6 TRUMP THAT 4-1 

7 FATHER SARDUCCI 8-1 

1 AMERICANFIREWATER 8-1 

JESSE DUKE N lived up to his reputation in his U.S. debut and should come right back and repeat against 

similar.  

RACE 3 

4 WESTERN EXPOSURE** 1-1 

2 GOOD ROCKIN 5-2 

5 JK CAPTAIN JACK 6-1 

3 THE FIRST STEP 6-1 

WESTERN EXPOSURE has turned in several solid efforts against fields that were tougher than this one and 

gets Gingras with a good chance for a photo op tonight….GOOD ROCKIN has turned in two sharp efforts 

for new barn and may be the main rival here.  

RACE 4 

2 MCTHRILLER 5-2 

5 AMERICANPRIMETIME 5-2 

6 EDDARD HANOVER 7-2 

1 I’M SOME GRADUATE 5-1 

MCTHRILLER kept up well to a quick first quarter then went first over in a quick mile last time; drops and 

gets Tetrick…AMERICANPRIMETIME steps up sharp for good trainer…EDDARD HANOVER ships back in and 

has speed…I’M SOME GRADUATE ships back in off a win at Yonkers for top barn.  

RACE 5 

1 JK WILDFIRE 7-2 

2 ROCK LIGHTS 5-2 



3 NEW TALENT 7-2 

4 BIG STRETCH MARK 5-1 

JK WILDFIRE floated out and tucked 4th, was shuffled in tight quarters and cleared late with good pace in 

last…ROCK LIGHTS drops and may be the one to beat in a competitive race…NEW TALENT wired similar in 

last….BIG STRETCH MARK drops and fits here on one of his better races.  

RACE 6 

1 SAYING GRACE N 3-1 

6 EFFRONTE A 8-5 

3 BELL I NO 5-2 

5 ALLUNEEDISFAITH N 4-1 

SAYING GRACE N had no shot trying to rally wide off a modest opening half in last; moves inside and gets 

Tetrick and may be set for best third off the bench…EFFRONTE A was also hurt by the pace and flow in last 

but finished fast; very much the one to beat…BELL I NO has been right there in every start and has 

tactical speed….ALLUNEEDISFAITH N ships in sharp from Florida for good barn.  

RACE 7 

4 MACHIAVELLI 6-5 

5 CAPTAIN MULZAC 9-2 

10 KING HARVEST 9-2 

1 REVELRY 9-2 

MACHIAVELLI left from post 8 and was taken back into a tuck third, was shuffled back to 8th and angled 

clear late while having pace; drops, gets a better post and is supposed to beat this kind.  

RACE 8 

9 LARRY KARR 5-2 

4 PARTY BOY 7-2 

5 STATEMENT MADE A 4-1 

2 OCEAN COLONY 5-1 

LARRY KARR ships in from Dover for Burke and was in with much better the last time he was here on 

January 18; should be leaving here….PARTY BOY never got into the race from post 8 in last. 

RACE 9 

9 COUGAR HALL 6-1 

7 STENDAHL HANOVER 2-1 

3 NASCAR SEELSTER 6-1 

5 ALTA LEROY N 9-1 

COUGAR HALL ships in from Yonkers, drops, makes his third start off a layoff and last year he took his 

lifetime mark of 1:49.3 over this track, as a nine year old…STENDAHL HANOVER raced okay in last when 

used pretty hard as the 6/5 favorite but he appeared to be in a winning spot there; one to beat…NASCAR 

SEELSTER drops and gets Tetrick and is capable against this type…ALTA LEROY N seems better than last.  

RACE 10 

4 LYON’S IMAGE 5-2 

3 WESTERN REDHOT 5-2 

2 DUCKIES DYNASTY 4-1 

7 JUSTIN CREDIBLE 5-1 

LYON’S IMAGE was used hard leaving from post 10 in last, parked to the lead in :27, and held well for the 

show…WESTERN REDHOT picks up Dexter Dunn off a claim and recent form is good…DUCKIES DYNASTY 



gave way off a sick scratch in last but he’s better than that…JUSTIN CREDIBLE doesn’t win often but form 

is okay and Tetrick gets in the bike tonight.  

RACE 11 

5 PARKLANE JET 5-2 

1 LIVE ON 2-1 

8 IOWA NEIGHTIVE 4-1 

2 P ZONKA 8-1 

PARKLANE JET was much improved in last at Yonkers, ships back in for hot barn and faces weaker while 

picking up Dexter Dunn…LIVE ON has some backclass…IOWA NEIGHTIVE left well into the strong wind last 

week, yielded and was shuffled back to 5th, angled clear late and finished gamely; faces better here but 

that was a solid effort…P ZONKA also had traffic problems in last clearing late with pace; steps up.  

 

RACE 12 

4 HAYDEN HANVOER 3-5 

1 INCREDIBLE SHARK 4-1 

7 TACT TATE N 6-1 

6 STARZNHEAVEN 8-1 

HAYDEN HANOVER came off a layoff in last, left from 10 and tucked 6th, was shuffled back to 8th, angled 

clear late and was moving strongly at the wire; classy horse looks tough to deny here.  

RACE 13 

5 KID PK 8-5 

8 STEVE SAID 5-2 

2 LUCK N ROLL K 4-1 

3 I’M SID THE KID 10-1 

BEST BETS: WESTERN EXPOSURE 3rd Race…MACHIAVELLI 7th Race…HAYDEN HANOVER 12th Race 

 


